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1. Distribution of tiger bells type A over the Eurasian continent and Africa. On the 

continent areas with large numbers of tiger bells are indicated by a yellow-green 

ellips. Within an area the number of tiger bells differs per ethnic group.
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A word in advance
This excerpt is a brief description of the research into the history of the tiger bells 
'Tiger bells in Eurasia' *. It includes those cases that best illustrate the broad lines 
of the research. Cases less important for the course of that history, such as the 
presence of the tigerbells in Malta, Great Britain, the United States and Nigeria, 
have been omitted here.
 
The text often refers to case-numbers. These numbers refer to the descriptions of 
the cases in the complete report. For example: on page 5 in this excerpt reference 
is made to case 117 in the complete report where a paragraph is devoted to the 
early development of bronze casting in the Tang period. Reference is made in the 
same way to the page numbers in the complete report.
 
*The complete report can be downloaded from the website:
www.tigerbells.nl/DownloadPDF.htm



How it started
July 1975, Paris. We are at the Musée de l 'Homme, in 
the arctic department. I am facing an impressive 
shaman costume from Siberia. My mouth falls open in 
surprise.  There are many objects attached to the 
costume . Four immediately stand out: bronze bells 
with on the surface a stylized animal head, described as 
a tête de tigre, a tiger's head. About half a year earlier I 
had seen almost identical bells, in the tropical 
Philippines, on the island of Mindanao. The distance 
between the place where the Siberian bells come from, 
the Stanovoy mountains, and Mindanao is about 5500 
kilometers. The ethnic group in Siberia where the 
costume was once in use is the Tungus, now better 
known as the Ewenk; in Mindanao we saw these bells 
with several ethnic groups, among them the Tagakaolu, 
where we saw the bells for the first time in actual use.
 
This is a distribution area roughly reaching from the 
equator to the polar circle. I found that huge distance 
so intriguing that then and there I decided to trace the 
history of these bells. How did the bells arrive in 
places so far apart? Was it trade? Where did the bells 
come from? How old are they? Do the groups that use 
or used these bells have something in common?
 
The search began in 1975. Progress was slow but steady. 
The number of reports and observations grew. In 1994 I 
decided to put the information found so far on the 
Internet. The website was called Have you seen this 
bell? Soon the first reports came in and over the years 
many dozens followed. In 2018 I reworked the content 
of the website into a book called Tiger bells in Eurasia. 
Because people continued to submit cases an update 
followed in 2019. This paper is an extract of this update.
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2.The shaman costume of the Tungus as exhibited in the 

Musée de l’Homme in 1975.

3. Two bells on the shaman costume.

4. Bell from SE Mindanao, Philippines; a dance bell of the 

Bagobo. The motif on the bell is identical to the motif on 

the bells of the shaman costume.

2.

3.

4.



5. Detail of the shaman costume of the Manegry (fig. 9). On this part of the costume we 

see at least 30 tiger bells.
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What are tiger bells?
Tiger bells are jingle bells made of bronze or brass. Jingle bells usually have a spherical, hollow resonating body 
with a stone or a small metal ball inside. When the bell is jingled the ball or the stone hits the inside thus causing 
the sound. Tiger bells are distinguished from other jingle bells by a characteristic motif on the surface of the bell: 
a stylized tiger's head with teeth (page 15), one or more Chinese characters and decorative shapes such as spirals, 
curls or floral motives. They come in three forms: type A: in front view the resonating body is almost round, in 

 
 

6. Type A, the Philippines 7. Type B, Thailand 8. Type C, Nepal

9. Shaman costume, Manegry, 

SE Siberia, almost all bells are 

of type A (see left fig. 5). 

What makes tiger bells more interesting than 

other jingle bells?
On the Eurasian continent tiger bells are found in several areas:

• Type A bells occur in large numbers in four areas, spread 
across the continent including insular SE Asia (ill. 1). The 
large distances between these areas are striking. Type B 
and C bells are virtually non-existent in these areas.

• Type B is very common throughout the mainland, from 
China and Mongolia via Tibet to continental Southeast 
Asia. These bells are mainly used as animal bells (horses, 
yaks). Occasionally they are used in shamanic rituals 
(Nepal, North China).

• Type C is almost exclusively limited to the countries 
bordering the Himalayas (Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, 
Northern India).

Sometimes local artisans were inspired by the face-like motif and 
copied type A or B tiger bells. The quality of these copies varies 
strongly, however, they are always recognisable as a copy. These 
bells are called Alternatives.  
 
The remarkable distribution of the type A tiger bells was the 
reason for starting this search. For the other types, there are no 
clear concentration areas. The type A tiger bells therefore seem to 
have a history of their own. Therefore type B and C bells and the 
alternatives fall outside the scope of the search.
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side view slightly flattened; type B: the resonating body is almost round in front view but egg-shaped in side 
view, and type C: the resonating body is closest to type B, however the relief lies in thick lines on the surface.

Distribution, an overview
The distribution of type A tiger bells on the Eurasian continent is 
divided over four areas:

• NE Asia: SE Siberia, NE China and Mongolia,



• Insular SE Asia: large numbers of tiger bells are found on Borneo 
(Sarawak: Iban, Bidayu, and East Kalimantan: Kenya, Kayan, 
Bahau, Benuaq), Central Sulawesi (Toraja) and Central and 
South Philippines (Mindoro, SE Mindanao).

• The South Asian continent: NE Afghanistan, NW Pakistan and 
neighboring regions where tiger bells were used as an amulet for 
animals and in the shamanic folk religion. 

• Taiwan: tiger bells were, and are, being used by the Ami and 
Puyuma, as an indicator of social status

 
Tiger bells in China
Tiger bells are originally from China. The bells are made of bronze, 
later also made of brass. Bronze casting has been known in North 
China since about 2000 BC. The oldest bronze objects were large 
ritual objects cast following the piece-mold process. Every object was 
unique. From about 500 AD a new technique came into use with 
which smaller objects could be manufactured more easily. The 
original shape was made in wax of which a mold was made. During 
the casting process the wax shape was lost, hence the name "lost wax" 
or "cire-perdu" process. However, the casting molds could be used 
many times.
 
When were the first tiger bells made?
The first major flourishing period in the history of China was the 
Tang dynasty (618 - 907 AD). Their royals resided in Xi'an, the 
capital of Shaanxi. During the Tang period there was an increasing 
demand from the well-to-do middle class for small bronze objects 
such as mirrors and ritual objects, including various types of ritual 
bells. The lost-wax process was the method for this. Whether or not 
tiger bells were produced at  that time is not certain. There are, however, indications that make this possible (case 
117). For example, there are two reports of old tiger bells that were purchased in that region. Two of those bells 
were purchased in Xi'an (case 116), and a bundle of four bells, of which two are tiger bells, (case 115) were 
purchased in Shaanxi province. The bells purchased in Xi'an were recommended by the seller as 'very old' and 
'expensive' (about € 10, -).

10, 11. One of the 

two tiger bells, 

purchased in Xi’an, 

capital of Shaanxi 

(above).

 

12, 13. The second 

of two tiger bells, 

purchased

in Xi’an (left).
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for many centuries tiger bells were used, probably in large numbers, 
as attributes in shamanist rituals.
 



There are more indications: an antique dealer in Indonesia, Om Bram, from Klaten, Central Java, had one tiger 
bell for sale. He explicitly mentioned the Tang dynasty (case 44) as the period of origin. Furthermore, there is a 
report that states that one tiger bell has an age of about 1000 years (case 83). That would take the bell’s origin 
back to the Tang dynasty. If these datings are correct, the tiger bells from case 115 and 116 (ill. 7-10) may well 

be the oldest known tiger 
bells. How they were 
used, in what numbers 
they were produced and 
where is unknown. So far 
there no archaeological 
finds of tiger bells in 
China have been reported.

14. Bundle of four bells, two of which are tiger bells. 

Bought in Shaanxi, location: possibly Pinyao.

15. Same bundle as Fig. 11, turned counter-clockwise a quarter of 

a turn.

That does not mean that they were not 
made or used. Most likely they were spread 
over a large area through local trade, and 
were already in use by ethnic groups in NE 
Asia. Siberian shamanism originated there 
in the 11th century (case 133). From that 
period nothing is known about costumes 
and attributes. However, in the 18th to 20th 
century Siberian shamans used large 
numbers of bronze objects: many bronze 
mirrors and dozens of bronze tiger bells 
adorned their costumes (case 118, 122, 
123). This tradition could very well go 
back to earlier times.
 
In China itself, few tiger bells have been 
reported from the period after the Tang 
Dynasty to the present. Over time, ethnic 
groups such as the Karen, the Hmong and 
the Akha who had their roots in China were 
forced by the Han, the dominant ethnic 
group, to descend to areas in South China 
where they still live today. Among these

16. Drawing of a Numinchen costume with many bronze mirrors and 

tiger bells. 
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groups tiger bells are used mainly as animal bells (case 75, 76, 77, 81, 85). In the north live the Manchu, a large 
ethnic group whose major religion was shamanism. Here the tiger bells were used as ritual objects and amulets. 
Among the Han Chinese, amulets such as tiger bells were, and are, not appreciated, probably because of their 

association with folk religion and shamanism. 
 
 
With the Mongols to the west
When Siberian shamanism emerged in the 11th century case 
133) and spread over Siberia, northern China and Mongolia, 
tiger bells had probably already been in production since the 
Tang period. Nothing is known about shaman's costumes and 
accessories from the early days of shamanism. Only about 200 
years later, with the rise of the Mongols in the 13th century, 
tiger bells clearly come into the picture. The Mongols were 
horsemen from Central Asia. Their religion was a mix of 
Buddhism and shamanism. From the 13th century, Mongolian 
armies led by Djenghis Khan established a vast empire of 
vassal states and tributary cities. The armies of the Mongols 
consisted of Mongol warriors, but also of Turks and Hazara 
who came from Central Asia and, just like the Mongols, 
professed a shamanistic religion. Their shamans moved with 
the armies. Many Turks and Hazara remained behind in 
occupied territories and assimilated into the local cultures. 
The Hazara settled in Islamic NE Afghanistan and NW 
Pakistan where they converted to Shi-ite Islam. It is in this 
area that tiger bells appeared in large numbers. The first report 
from that region came from the Music department of the 
Tropen museum (Amsterdam, Neth): in 1965 the museum 
bought a pair of leg rattles, two small boards with five tiger 
bells (case 164) from the Campbellpore district in NW 
Pakistan. In 2005 and 2006, a friend bought three tiger bells 
from the border region between Afghanistan and Pakistan in a 
store in Amsterdam, specialized in furniture from that area 
(case 160, 161). The store had more tiger bells. In 2010 a 

report came in from the museum shop of the 
Hermitage museum in Amsterdam where a 
friend saw a basket with dozens of tiger bells. 
The bells appeared to be of the same origin as 
the bells in the Amsterdam store. They were all 
from the same area between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan (case 168).

17. Costume of the Mongolian shaman Zaydan, with 

two large tiger bells on top of the headdress.

 

18. Detail of the tiger bells on the headdress.

 

19. Two small boards with five tiger bells attached; 

dance attribute from NW Pakistan.
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In 2011 a report from Russia came in. With a metal 
detector an amateur archaeologist from Tver, 150 
kilometers above Moscow, found two tiger bells in a 
potato field (case 171). They were covered by the soil 
at some distance from each other. The field was 
known to local metal detector enthusiasts: bronze and 
silver objects from different eras were found 
regularly. The finder himself thought that the bells 
would have arrived in the field through the Mongols: 
Tver is known to have been razed to the ground in the 
13th century by the Mongol army led by Ögödei 
Khan. Perhaps the bells are even older: small 
variations in the motif also occur on the bells from 
Xi'an and Shaanxi (case 115, 116, ill. 7-10).
 
In 2008 there was a report of three tiger bells, 
bought in the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. They were 
in a large dish, together with other amulets, such as 
Hands of Fatima and other amulets to protect one 
against the Evil Eye. The seller did not know any 
details (case 169).  

20, 21. Two tiger bells, excavated in a potato field near Tver, 

Russian Federation. The bells are photographed from both sides.

We can assume that all the tiger bells that have been 
reported in this vast area (Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
Turkey and Russia) had arrived there with the early 
Mongolian invasions in the 13th century. The tiger 
bells are at least of that age, and possibly older. The 
fact that the tiger bells were so accepted by the local 
population in NE Afghanistan and NW Pakistan may 
have its origin in pre-Islamic traditions; before Islam, 
shamanism was the popular religion (case 163).

22. Two of the three tiger bells, purchased in Istanbul, Turkey

Shamans in Siberia and NE China
Siberia is the eastern part of the Asian mainland. It has a 
continental climate with extremely cold and long winters and 
warm, short summers. Traditionally, the vast tundras and 
steppes were inhabited by small groups of ethnic minorities 
scattered over the area. They lived off hunting and reindeer 
herding. Traditionally, the folk religion of all Siberian peoples 
is shamanism. Since the 11th century, the Tungus type of 
shamanism (developed by the ethnic group the Tungus, later 
AK as Ewenks), has been the popular religion in SE Siberia 
and NE China (case 133). It is not known whether tiger bells 
had a prominent role from the very beginning. There are no 
costumes and attributes left from that early period. Probably 
the very first image of a shaman is by Nikolaas Witse, a 
Dutch traveller, and dates from the beginning of the 18th 
century. The engraving shows a Tungus shaman in a cloak 
without decorative attributes, with a drum. 

23. ‘Een Schaman ofte Duyvel-priester in ‘t Tungoesen 

lant’, (A shaman or Devil-priest in Tungus land) from 

an 18th century travel log by Nicolaas Witse.
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In 1803 the book The costume of the Russian Empire 
by W. Miller was published (case 135). It contains 73 
engravings based on sketches and notes from the 
author who made his journey at the end of the 18th 
century. One of the engravings shows a female 
shaman from Bratzkia (perhaps Buryatia). A number 
of bronze mirrors of different sizes are attached, at 
seemingly random places, to the costume. At the 
bottom of the long coat a ribbon is attached with at 
least six round bells, with the suggestion that there 
are more on the back. The bells are yellow, probably 
to indicate that they are made of bronze. On the 
surface of the bells a decoration is suggested but 
details are not visible. We also see some objects in 
white-grayish color, probably to indicate that they are 
made of iron. Tiger bells, mirrors and iron objects are 
the most important objects of the shaman costume as 
it has been in use in the region throughout the 
centuries. Therefore there is a good chance that the 
bells in the engraving are tiger bells.
 

24. A female shaman from Bratzkiya, illustration in ‘The 

costume of the Russian Empire’ by W. Miller, 1803.

The majority of shaman costumes that have been 
preserved in museums and other collections date from 
the end of the 19th century or later. That date usually 
refers to the date of acquisition. The costume was the 
most important attribute of the shaman. The role of the 
shaman costume is described by Russian ethnologist 
Maria Czaplicka: "The spirits will not hear the voice of 
the shaman unless he or she uses the right outfit and 
attributes; the drum must also be precisely adjusted ... 
Because of its religious function, these attributes, 
costume, decorations and drum must be used 
exclusively by a shaman. Any other use would render 
them powerless ... " (1914, case 143). The objects 
attached to the costume, such as cowrie shells, beads, 
and in particular metal objects such as mirrors, clapper 
bells and jingle bells such as tiger bells can be much 
older than the date of aquisition indicates. Like all 
objects on the costume, the tiger bells were treated with 
respect and used as long as possible. Very often 
fragments of broken tiger bells remain atached to the 
costume. Nothing is known about the evolution of the 
costume from the 11th century to the end of the 19th 
century but it is quite possible that the costumes 
evolved into the complete attire as we know it in a 
relatively short period of time.
 
In Siberian shamanism three types of costumes 
were used. The most spectacular is the reindeer 
costume ('costume-deer', name of S.M. 
Shirokogoroff, case 125).

The shaman costume

25, 26. Some of the many objects on a shaman's costume.
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It consists of a long coat of reindeerhide or cowhide, a 
large chest-covering collar and leg covers. On the head 
the shaman wears a headdress with a small antler. All 
parts are decorated with colorful textile ribbons to which 
decorations such as cowrie shells and bells can be 
attached. A number of tiger bells hang from the collar 
case 118). Dozens of tiger bells are also attached in rows 
to the colorful ribbons on the lower part of the mantle. 
On the mantle, under the collar and above the ribbons 
with the bells, dozens of bronze mirrors are suspended, 
often in straight rows. In addition to the many tiger 
bells, other metal objects could be attached: clapper 
bells, metal human figures, conically bent pieces of iron. 
A costume like this can weigh 30 to 40 pounds. The 
number of tiger bells on a costume can be as many as 75 
(case 126). 
 
The second type is the duck-costume ('costume-duck', 
name of S.M. Shirokogoroff, case 146). The entire 
costume represents a bird. It is light, with long strips of 
textile that imitate feathers. There are few or no metal 
objects on it. The costume was used by both novice and 
experienced shamans for traveling to the upper world. 
The reindeer costume was used for traveling to both the

upper ànd lower world. The third type is a 
combination of reindeer and duck elements, such as 
antlers and feathers (case 126). Over the centuries 
these costumes have been treated with respect. Old 
shamans passed them on to their successors. Worn 
parts were replaced, but durable parts were reused as 
long and often as possible. 

27. A reindeer-costume, on the head a miniature antler, on the 

costume there are numerous bronze mirrors, cowry shells and 

tiger bells.

28. A duck-costume; a light costume with several large feathers 

and two tiger bells on the headdress. (See also ill. 17 and 18.)
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Descent and revival
From the beginning of the 20th century shamanism in 
Siberia was aggressively discouraged by the Russian 
communist regime. A few decades later, the same thing 
happened in China. Shamans were persecuted, banned or 
killed; their costumes and attributes destroyed. Before the 
forced decline of shamanism by the Russian and Chinese 
communist regimes, there must have been many dozens if 
not hundreds of these costumes in the region. Every 
village, and often every family, had its own shaman. An 
example: at the end of the 19th century there were around 
700 shamans in Tuva (case 145). Many of their costumes 
were decorated with dozens of tiger bells. The number of 
tiger bells in circulation must have been enormous. Many 
of these costumes and attributes were lost. However, after 
the decline of communism in Russia in the 1980s, there has 
been a revival in the appreciation of shamanism in SE 
Siberia, Mongolia and even in parts of China. There was a 
new demand for shamanic attributes and so the tiger bells 
came into the picture again. They are now being produced 
on an industrial scale, in various places in China (case 
129). They are exported all over the world as an export 
product. In particular via the Internet, these new bells are 
often on offer as shamanic objects with special powers, 
sometimes as antiques. 

29. A shaman from Tuva.

30. Plenty of choice: the tiger bells from Eiki Pet Products. 

32. Drummer Li Dan from the Hanggai 

group. The group combines traditional 

Mongolian music with contemporary pop. 

Li Dan's drum set includes two bundles of 

tiger bells, made in China. 

31. One of the two bundles of tiger bells 

in the Li Dan drum set. 
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To the east
Korea
Korean shamanism has existed since prehistoric times. 
After the division into a northern and a southern part in 
the 1970s of the last century, in South Korea 
shamanism was prohibited. All traces, including 
ancestral shrines, were destroyed. Shamans (mudang) 
were banned to the lowest ranks in society. Nowadays 
old bells are very rare and only occasionally seen at 
antique markets. They usually are of the classic type A 
tiger bells (case 147). The Korean name for the bell 
means 'tiger bell'. In the last few decades  there has 
been a revival of shamanism. For lack of authentic 
attributes new ones are now being produced. That 
explains why all reported tiger bells from Korea are 
recently made (case 148-151), either locally or in 
China. This tells us that before everything related to 
shamanism was destroyed, tiger bells played an 
important role in Korean shamanism.

33. A bundle of mudang-bells. All bells are new.

 

34. A female shaman, mudang, in her left hand a bundle of 

mudang-bells.

Taiwan
The oldest bronze bells in Taiwan come from a period 
between 1000 and 500 years ago (case 154). They were 
locally made using the lost-wax method. On the surface 
there were no decorations. At some point these locally 
made bells were replaced by brass bells imported from the 
continent. Those bells were tiger bells, imported from 
continental China. When these bells came to Taiwan is not 
sure but it was probably in the 17th century. In 1624 the 
Dutch East Indies Company (VOC) settled on the island to 
set up sugar plantations. The indigenous people refused to 
work on the plantations. The VOC then recruted groups of 
Han Chinese from the continent to do the work. They and 
their traders, brought the tiger bells to the island. A few 
decades later, the VOC was chased away. The island 
became part of the Qing empire resulting in an even bigger 
influx of Han Chinese. 

35. Belt with tiger bells, Ami.

36. A group of Ami women dance at the Ilisin festival.
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With the Ami and the Puyuma the old 
bronze bells and later the tiger bells, were 
used as an indicator of the social status of 
the wearer. The bells were mounted on 
small wooden boards or on textile belts and 
strands that were wrapped around the waist 
and the legs. Until today these bells are 
used in this way. With the Ami and the 
Puyuma currently there are dozens of tiger 
bells in use, some old, some new. (case 
152-154).

37. Dancing Puyuma youth wear a belt with a 

small board of wood covered with cloth and 

some tiger bells attached, around the waist. 

To the south
Continental Southeast Asia 
In continental Southeast Asia there are no large concentrations 
of type A tiger bells as we find in the west, the north and on 
Taiwan. Scattered over the continent we find individual bells in 
different places: northern Thailand (Karen, case 75, 76) and 
eastern Thailand (case 74), Vietnam (case 82, 87), Burma (case 
95-97) and southern China (new bells, case 102). Also there are 
two reports from the Tibet-Nepal region of tiger bells type A.

40. A wooden yak bell 

with four bells of which 

one is a tiger bell.

41. The tiger bell, on 

the right.

Insular Southeast Asia, the Philippines
It was in the Philippines that we came across the tiger bells for 
the first time. In 1973, at the National Museum in Manila, my 
wife Elly noticed a jingle bell with a typical motif, a stylized 
face. The bell originated from the Tagbanwa, a tribe of the 
island of Palawan. A few months later, during our first trip 
through Mindanao, in a curiosity shop in Davao City, we saw a 
similar bell which we bought, together with a necklace with a 

smaller bell (cases 
2, 4). The surface 
of both bells was 
decorated with the 
same face-like 
motif as the bell 
from Palawan. The 
bells from the curio 
shop were from the 
Bagobo, an ethnic 

38. B’laan women dance around the trough 

drum; the woman standing is wearing a metal 

chain with nine tiger bells.

39. Four of the tiger bells.
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minority that had (and still has) its habitat in the area of 
Davao.We made two more journeys in Mindanao and 
visited a number of ethnic minorities: the Bagobo (akas 
Manuvu), the Tagakaolu, the B'laan (in two places: barrio 
Bulol and sittio Kablala), the T'boli, the Atta and the 
Mansaka, all with a Christian-animist background. With 
three of these groups we saw these bells in active use: with 
the Tagakolu, the B'laan of sittio Kablala and the Mansaka. 
The bells were used as amulets and as a dance attribute. 
During certain dances a belt was worn with lots of jingle 
bells, some of which are bells with the face-motif (of 
which we know by now that it is a tiger's head). Nine of 
these bells bells were attached to a belt of the B'laan from 
Kablala (case 3). 
 

44. Mangyan-Hanunoo woman wearing a necklace with one tiger bell.

Indonesia
The first tiger bells from Indonesia we found in 1976, in the 
depot of the Leyden Museum of Ethnology. They are attached 
to two baby-carrier baskets from East Kalimantan (Indonesian 
Borneo): one basket with five tiger bells, and the second with 
12 tiger bells (case 18, 19). We also found one tiger bell from 
Sulawesi, from the Toraja, donated by Walter Kaudern, author 
of Art In Celebes (case 33). Celebes is now known as 
Sulawesi. Further searches in depots of other museums (case 
20), literature and, later, during many visits to the country 
demonstrate a mixed picture: in some places in Indonesia we 
find dozens of tiger bells, in other places very few to none.

45. Detail of a baby carrier basket from East Kalimantan.

46. The five tiger bells on the baby carrier.
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Type A tiger bells were also attached to the handles of two 
kampilan, a sword in use by the Maranao, a muslim tribe 
from Central Mindanao (cases 11, 12). In a further  search 

for these bells, 
they were also 
found on the 
island of 
Mindoro: with 
the animist 
Mangyan-
Hanunuo (cases 
15, 16). Also on 
Mindoro one tiger 
bell of the C type is reported (case 17). This is interesting because type 
C tiger bells occur almost exclusively in the region around the 
Himalayas (Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Northern India). 
 
Not all ethnic groups in Mindanao, or in the Philippines, had, or have, tiger 
bells. With the T'boli, the B'laan from barrio Bulol (close neighbors of the 
T'boli) and the Atta we did not see one single tiger bell. Also, on the other 
islands, with the exception of Mindoro and Palawan, tiger bells are unknown.

42. Handle of a kampilan (sword) with four bells of which 

two are tiger bells. 

43. Two of the bells, of which one (left) is a tiger bell.



With the Javanese, Balinese, Madurese and most groups in Sumatra tiger bells 
are unknown. The few bells that we found on Java and Bali probably arrived 
there by chance. These are: one type A bell at the antique dealer Om Bram (case 
44), two bells, one type A and one type B bell in the collection of the kraton 
from Solo (case 43), and one type A bell on Bali (case 36). To find tiger bells in 
larger numbers we have to go, as in the Philippines, to the ethnic minorities. 
 
 

47. A child's foot with a tiger bell.

48. Mother and child, Long Bagun Ilir.

49. Two tiger bells on a bundle, Bahau.

50. Shaman belt, Benuaq.

East Kalimantan
During a trip on the Mahakam River in 
1986, we saw many tiger bells in active 
use. With the Kayan, Kenya, Bahau and 
Benuaq Dayaks we saw tiger bells on a 
shaman belt, on children's ankles and as 
amulets. However, with groups in other 
parts of Kalimantan such as the Ngadju 
and Ot Danum in South Kalimantan and 
the Murut in North Kalimantan we could 
not find any indication that they had or 
knew tiger bells.

Toraja, Sumba, Timor, Flores
With the Toraja on Sulawesi tiger bells must have been present in 
large numbers (cases 32-35). In the Tropenmuseum (Amsterdam) 
we found a shaman’s necklace with seven tiger bells. In the book 
Art in Celebes one tiger bell is reported (ill. 51). Later, this bell 
was donated by the author to the Leyden museum (case 33). The 
bell is identical to the bell from the Bahau Dayak that was given 
to us during our visit in 1986 (ill. 49).

51. Page from Art in Celebes, Item F is a tiger bell.

52. Shaman's necklace with seven tiger bells.
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Sumatra
Tiger bells occur sporadically among the Minangkabau 
as bells for cats (case 46) and the Toba Batak on a ritual 
beadwork collar (case 47).

In Sumba (case 37) and Timor (case 41, 42) we find 
very few tiger bells. In Flores tiger bells occurred in 
larger numbers. They are described by ethno-
musicologist Jaap Kunst as being used as a dance 
attribute (case 38-40).
 

53. Horse belt, Timor.
54. Giring-giring, cat 
bells, Minangkabau, 

Sunga Puar.
55. Semara, ritual 

beadwork, Toba 
Batak, with one small 

tiger bell.

Malaysia
Malaysia is a federation of 12 independent states. Ten of those states, including 
Kelantan, lie on the peninsula, bordering the southern part of Thailand. Two of the 
states are on the island of Borneo: Sarawak and Sabah. From the predominantly 
Islamic Malaysian mainland only one tiger bell has been reported, on the pulse of a 
wayang puppet from Kelantan (case 71). For more tiger bells we have to look at the 
ethnic minorities: the Dayak in Malaysian Borneo: the state of Sarawak. Here live a 

number of Dayak groups, of which the 
Iban and Bidayu are the largest. With both 
groups dozens of tiger bells were, and are, 
used on necklaces, as amulets and as ritual 
and shamanic objects (case 51-58, 61-67). 
Photographer Hedda Morrison, who was 
there in the 60s of the last century, took 
many pictures of daily life with the Iban. In 
these pictures tiger bells are shown 
extensively, in actual use (case 50).

58. A Iban necklace, with three tiger bells.
59. An Iban woman with beadwork and tiger bells.
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56. Tiger bell, 
salvaged from the 

Musi river. 
57. Six tiger bells 
salvaged from a 
shipwreck in the 

Batang Hari river.
 

Two remarkable finds were reported in 2013 (case 45) 
and 2017 (case 49). In both cases tiger bells were found 
in a river. The first find comes from the Musi river, near 
Palembang. The bells were found in the muddy bottom 
of the river. There were no other objects nearby. The 
second find came from a ship wreck in the Batang Hari 
river, near Djambi. In the wreck some bronze coins dating from the period of the 
Banten Sultanate, 16th-17th century were salvaged with the bells. The current 
population in the area does not know tiger bells. For whom were these tiger 
bells?  Maybe the answer to that question is in the following paragraphs.



In 1989 we made an extensive visit to Sarawak that only reinforced our earlier impressions: in Eastern Asia, in 
addition to SE Siberia, Mongolia, NE China and Taiwan, the largest concentrations of tiger bells are found in 
Insular SE Asia. The bells are almost without exception of the classic type A. We find these bells with the Iban 
and the Bidayu in Sarawak; with the Dayak tribes along the banks of the Mahakam River in East Kalimantan and 
with the mountain tribes in the southern Philippines.
 
The Iban’s ancestors…
According to Iban tradition, their ancestors migrated from Sumatra to the west coast of Borneo.  From there they 
populated the island and settled along the river banks. This immigration is said to have taken place in 1675. It 
could be a coincidence, but the tiger bells salvaged from the Batang Hari river (case 49) and perhaps the bells in 
the Musi river (case 45) also date from that period. Could it have been the Iban's ancestors who lived in the area 
between the two rivers before 1675 and were the salvaged tiger bells meant for them? Who were the ancestors of 
the Iban? That question is answered in the article Ancestry of the Iban (case 59). The authors say that 'migrations 
from SE Asia have made a major contribution to the ancestry of the Iban'. The article is illustrated with a map of 
SE Asia in which migration flows are represented. In the map the number 42 is placed in central Sumatra, 
between the sources of the Musi River and the Batang Hari. In the legend we see that this number stands for the 
Thai Yuan, an ethnic group of which the roots were in the SE Asian mainland, in the region North Thailand – 
Laos. Here live various ethnic groups that still know tiger bells to this day. Are the Thai Yuan the ancestors of the 
Iban, and did they bring the tiger bells to Insular SE Asia? For some reason the Thai Yuan left Sumatra (the rise 
of Islam?) and arrived in Borneo. There they met other groups such as the Kayan Dayak who gave them the 
name 'hivan' or 'heban' (wanderers), later adjusted to 'Iban'...

60. Source: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0016338
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61. Map of South Sumatra. In yellow the place where the probable ancestors of the Iban had their habitat is indicated. 
The origin of both rivers is indicated with a red circle. Why the Thai Yuan left Sumatra is unknown. The rising influence 
of Islam could have been a reason. As users of tiger bells, the Thai Yuan were followed by traders on their migration 
and so the tiger bells could have arrived on Borneo.
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Preliminary conclusions
In the above summary we have seen a number of migrations of sometimes large groups of people 
who took the tiger bells across the Asian continent. The most obvious are the movements to the 
south and west. In these movements the Mongols played a key role. With their invasions they 
reached large parts of the Asian continent, from the southeast to the high north, and to the west to 
Russia and Turkey. Those migrations took place in the 13th and 14th centuries. With the Mongols 
and their armies, mercenaries and groups of peoples who had pacts with the Mongols migrated as 
well. Most of them came from Central Asia. There shamanism and animism were the most 
important religions with tiger bells as an important ritual object. The presence of tiger bells in 
some regions is therefore an indication that the Mongol armies had been there as conquerors or as 
negotiators. We can also safely assume that tiger bells were already present in the home countries 
of the Mongols and their vassals during and possibly even before the 13th century.
 
The second group of movements took place in Insular Southeast Asia. Tiger bells had already 
reached the southeast corners of the Asian continent through the Mongols where they were in use 
by various ethnic groups. The migration from the mainland to the SE Asian archipelago was not 
obvious. The peninsula of Malaysia and the islands of Sumatra and Java were already largely 
Islamized. Only in South Sumatra lived ethnic groups with ethnic roots on the mainland, among 
them the Thai Yuan. They were animists and knew and used tiger bells that they acquired from 
seafaring traders from the mainland. With the rise of Islam, life for the Thai Yuan, and possibly 
others as well, became increasingly difficult. In the 17th century the Thai Yuan decided to leave 
Sumatra by the sea. They sailed to the northeast and arrived in Borneo where they settled. The 
local Dayak called them Iban. Among the Iban the strong need for tiger bells remained present. The 
bells together with other objects continued to be delivered from the Asian continent by traders. The 
tiger bells found their way to parts of Borneo and then to Sulawesi, the southern Philippines and 
probably also to Flores and Timor.
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The third group of movements came from the East Asian continent to arrive on the island now called Taiwan. 
These migrations mainly brought early Han-Chinese, the main ethnic group on the Chinese continent who were 
constantly looking for land, space and security from natural disasters. The island was home to a number of ethnic 
groups among them the Ami and the Puyuma. Centuries ago they produced bronze jingle bells that played an 
important role in the social structure of the communities. With the arrival of Han-Chinese immigrants, tiger bells 
arrived on the island as well. The local population noticed that the quality and the sound of the bells, which were 
made of brass, was considerably better than their own bronze bells. It did not take long before the old bells were 
replaced by the newer ones.
 
In all these cases, tiger bells are indicators of a number of movements and migrations. The causes were different: 
the Mongol invasions, the rise of Islam which drove away the Thai Yuan from Sumatra to Borneo, and the Han 
Chinese who sought a better life through the ages and arrived in Taiwan. The presence of the tiger bells in all 
those different places is so strongly associated with migrations by different peoples that we may state that the 
migrations can be traced through the presence of these particular bells, the tiger bells. That makes the tiger bell a 
migration tracer.
 
Fekke de Jager
La Condemaine, augustus 2019
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Fekke de Jager, born in Voorschoten (The Netherlands) in 1944, made his 
first film at the age of 16, utilising his father's 8 mm Kodak Brownie. His 
hobby was to become his profession and he has always worked with 
audiovisual media. He was assigned to numerous projects both in and 
outside the Netherlands, mainly in the Philippines, Indonesia and India. 
 
From an early age Fekke has been deeply interested in music in all its 
manifestations and in non-western cultures. He carried out research on 
the music of the Philippine ethnic minorities. During the 1970s, he was a 
performing member of the Javanese gamelan group home to the 
Tropenmuseum (Amsterdam, Neth.)). Now residing in Burgundy, France, 
he is involved in French traditional folk music and active as a musician 
playing the hurdy-gurdy.
 
Some of his projects in the Netherlands:
Publications:

• Philippine Ethnic Musical Instruments, Ethnic Art Books, 
C. Zwartenkot,  2019, Leyden,

• Tiger bells in Eurasia, publ. in-house, 2019.
 
Audiovisual presentations:

• Rode aarde, zwarte aarde (Red earth, black earth, the culture of 
ancient Egypte), Museum for Education, The Hague, 1972,

• Selamat Datang (Welcome to Indonesia), Ethnographic Museum,  
Leyden, 1978.

 
Articles and photographs:

• Verre Naasten naderbij (Far away people closer) Ethnographic 
Museum,  Leyden, 1977,

• Muziek in de Filipijnen (Music in the Philippines), Haags 
Gemeentemuseum (Municipal museum ), The Hague, 1977,

• Volken en Stammen (Peoples and tribes), Amsterdam boek, 1976.
 
Expositions on Philippine ethnic music cultures (collections of music 
instruments and photographs):

• Haags Gemeentemuseum (Municipal museum ), The Hague, 
1977,

• Wereldmuseum (World museum), Rotterdam, 1978.



 


